On the synthesis of neurotransmitter receptor agonists with antagonist potential.
The synthesis of a new type of antagonist is described, capable of inactivating neuroreceptors with heretofore unattainable selectivity and permanence. These antagonists are referred to as mazek agonists (i.e. direct, inhibitory agonists) as they have the high receptor affinity and initial receptor-stimulatory effect of direct agonists and are positively coupled to effector systems. However, like direct antagonists, they have a high receptor affinity and the potential to inhibit or prevent receptor stimulation. The synthesis of the present compounds consisted of the covalent attachment of a tethered dye to three different neurotransmitter analogues, resulting in dye-neuropeptide conjugates with a high affinity for the FMRFa receptor. The dye was prepared from azure B (Az), the neurotransmitter was the neuropeptide FMRFamide (FMRFa), and the dye-neuropeptide conjugates synthesized were Az-CFMRFa; Az-CFMRF and Az-CLRFa. In this procedure, the analogues serve as carrier molecules, bound at one end to the receptor and at the other end to the dye, which is thereby brought into close contact with the receptor. The receptor can then be inactivated by singlet oxygen generated by laser irradiation of the photosensitized receptor.